1977 bmw r1007

Discussion in ' Airheads ' started by thetubespoke , Oct 16, Log in or Join. Adventure Rider. I
found my bike and bought it. And its first night, it needed to be left at the shop. It's had a
tendency to stall unless revved up. That's what partly brought a grand off the price tag. At the
shop, we were adjusting the idle speed and found the right side cut out completely. Plugs were
black dual plugged, electronic ignition. I wire wheeled them, got them back on, and we kept
adjusting. Still too rich at maximum mixture screw. Ron figured out that the needle jet was worn
and it was too rich from that. So, I'll order a set and needles. Also, the light switch is stupid on
this bike. There's a setting where you get the taillight, and another setting where you get the
headlight. You can't have both! Is this a common bug of some sort? I learned a cool trick, today.
The taillight bulb was out. Brake filament worked, but not the taillight filament. It was broken
just a little bit. With the power on to the bulb, you can flick it. If you're lucky, the ends will meet
and the filament will start to light. If the voltage is high enough, it'll weld itself back together.
Not a long term fix, but maybe just long enough. Tested it with 6V and it wasn't enough. A whole
12VV seems to do better, at least in this case. Lots of power, and it feels like it's trying a little
too hard. I mean, it pulls fine, but it doesn't have quite as low of an idle speed as I'd like. That
said, I'm sure I'll have lots of fun with the R motor. I am pretty certain you can break traction
with it, and it probably won't be too weak at altitude. It sounds lovely, and throaty. Even with the
stock exhaust, I think I could hear the bike from a quarter mile away, maybe a bit more. It just
has this distinct sound. It seems like the BMW M5 of motorcycles. I am very fond of having the
heavy flywheel back, versus the R80ST. The heavy flywheel really polishes off the riding
experience. It feels like it's not nearly so twitchy. It doesn't feel much less responsive, but rather
more forgiving in a reasonable way. This manifests in less lurchiness and less jacking. Thanks
for reading. When set up right, they purr like a kitten and run like a scalded cat. For the period,
anyway. The idle is smooth and should be about They will idle fine at but it is not good for the
cam chain. The alternator light will flicker at idle. The headlight switch is non-existent. It is
always on. There was no switch function that was taillight only. The small bulb in the headlight
is a parking light. The swingarm is small tube, I think. The fat tube came in with the extra
ramping mechanism. Not sure when that was. The main jet and needle should not affect the idle.
Float level more likely. What shop is this? Do they really know airheads or just 'bikes'? Joined:
Nov 10, Oddometer: 8, The shock-absorbing driveshaft arrived for MY , three years before the
"big-tube" swing arm. If you're seeing fuel spray from the needle jet, it's unlikely to be from a
worn jet. I'd suspect excessive fuel in the float bowl. A rear drive is unusual. Most of them came
with a 3. BoxerD likes this. If the headlight comes on without lighting the tai light, it's most likely
a problem with the head light, or someone has done something horrible in the head light. That
was a common retrofit for owners to do at the time. By they definitely were not on US-spec
bikes. In any case, it sounds like the wiring is not correct- the switch should not work as you
described. Some wires are crossed somewhere. It may have happened when the switch was
installed, maybe later. You have some detective work to do. Get a Haynes manual, which has
the better color electrical diagrams, and start tracing. It may also be in the headlight relay. They
can be wired two ways- on way works when the switch turns on the power, but doesn't turn it
off for starting. The other way is always on, but turns off for starting. If your light comes on
when starting, even if the switch is off, look at the relay wiring. The parking lamp is in the small
socket under the H4 socket. It is a few watts. There are very few electronics on this bike- the
diodes in the alternator, the ignition condenser and a few resistors in various relays, and some
in the analog VR are about it. So I'm not sure if electronics savvy is a plus here. Except for the
diodes, all are pre-WWII technology. No stinkin' transistors here. I'm really mystified by the
comment "He pulled the intake tube and we could see a lot of fuel spray coming back getting on
the throttle. He's very confident that it's from a worn needle jet" Nothing in that carburetor
should spray anything while working the throttle, worn or otherwise. The R60 type 53 carbs had
a dribbling sort of accelerator pump, but the CV Bings had nothing of the sort. Does it have the
Bings? Or something else, like Mikunis? Or a pair of Dellortos from an 'S'? It's easy to see if the
enrichener is on. Push it down at the carb with the cable disconnected or at least loosened.
Given the 3. You may find that as you go through this bike, and learn more about it, you may
discover that previous experience with other bikes is not that relevant. Those crafty Germans
did things differently. And usually for a good reason, though it may puzzle you at the time. ADV
Sponsors. Cletus Runswithscissorsguy , Oct 18, What might be helpful is looking at the serial
number. The prefix is either or There are also slight differences in the wiring on , and CFO bikes.
It would be nice if you could look to see what you have so we can maybe help push you in the
right direction. Also, check the connection of the electrical connector on the frame, under the
seat near where the air pump is. Common for that connection to be dirty and even loose. If the
PO or shop used the wrong wiring diagram on the bike, things can get muddy and 'modified' but
should not be difficult to straighten out. The '77 bikes are friggin awesome bikes when set up

correctly. What you have is the R in it's purest form and from what I've seen, it just might have
the Euro red "flipper" headlight switch, which from what I've seen disappeared on the models. It
is quite possible it has the pilot light in the headlight, which has been replaced with a later
headlight. You can still find the pilot light 7" headlights, but the Bosch unit is a little harder to
find. If you have a model, find the wiring diagram for it and follow that. Your bike came with the
small swingarm. The later oval one is an upgrade that I suggest if you ride it hard or hunt for
twisties. It makes a big difference. From what I can find, it's an oddball that was Euro only. I was
also told by a local expert that it didn't exist. But alas- that's what it is Hope this helps! The only
major difference is the switches and wiring. Otherwise, the mechanical parts are
interchangeable. BoxerD , Oct 18, For the rest, here is a list not mine, courtesy Joe Cuda from
the Airhead list : W1. Yours is a US version. You learn something every day Basically, my point
was to make certain you use the right wiring diagram. If you like the bike now, you'll love it
when the carbs are right!! Nice San Jose fork brace. If those are straight and most are unless
dinged they give a more positive feel when cornering. And those look like the correct Bings.
They should not spray anything. Hmm, and not a ? Does it hurt to run a bulb? Ah, the black hat
topped Bings are correct? I thought maybe it was supposed to have the flat topped. So the idle
jets are 50 in both sides, and appear to still be Ron measured with a feeler gauge of sorts for it.
The idle jet O-ring on one side was barely passable, and on the other came apart when I
removed it. I wonder if it was running rich from that. Unfortunately, I only have main jet O-rings
on the way. While the enrichener is a little picky, I don't think it was stuck on. The CV rubber
looks to be in great shape. The needles are worn in both carburetors. I wonder if the odometer
actually rolled over, but maybe not. We got the wiring mostly sorted out, so the tail light is on
when it should be. On the off position for the light, the taillight is still on. The wiring is ran the
wrong way, so I figure maybe we can fix it up when we run it under the triple tree. Yeah, I think
that fork brace could be decent. So far, I think the fork action is good. I haven't put many miles
on it, though. Looking forward to getting proper sized tires on it at some point. There's a little bit
of run out and hop on the front wheel. Haven't checked the rear. Disc isn't dragging much. With
the dual plugged heads, is an NGK "5" plug a little too hot? I just realized something. There
were no springs in the carbs. That's the main problem, right? Top Hat Bings are correct, not flat
tops. I don't know about the idle jets. Don't have those specs here. But an R90 is a 45, so 50 is
probably correct. Those carbs do NOT have springs. Just gravity. Any bigger and the fork brace
will rub. It's close. A lot of folks, myself included, like Bridgestone Spitfire S11 tires on early
airheads like this. Handle nicely, too. It seems like metric sizes vary a bit by tire brand, so I just
go with what I know. Don't know how the D compares to the S11 in size. There should be no run
out or hop. Brake adjustment on those wimpy things is critical. Even on a good day they are
mediocre. One fix is to sleeve down the MC, as there is plenty of travel. Your bike is the same. I
like the LEDs because they don't burn out and with only one bulb, I want one that doesn't burn
out. Just about any local auto parts store in the USA will have a bulb. The is a bulb made for
European vehicles while the is for USA made vehicles. There are slight differences between the
two but a will fit where a goes and vice versa. Most airhead owners are quite anal about exact
replacement parts, but not all. All the bulbs listed previously are readily available if so desired
from just about any automotive parts store - that was the point of the list in case that was not
clear. These are springless? I didn't know such CV's existed. MaxBMW has springs for sale, but
they say for 40mm carburetors. The ID of the outlet on the carburetor is about 36mm. Where is
the carburetor "size" measured? Is it possible I have 40mm carburetors? I figure that since it's
been dual plugged, there may have been something else done to it. I don't know what the 40mm
Bings look like. The right spigot is loose, but even so, it's definitely running more rich than lean.
MaxBMW shows a 45 size idle jet and I tend to think that would be more correct. It also seems
like I can order an air jet for it. I'll keep that in mind about the vs the They did not show up in
many mirrors, I think the color band was too narrow. Steve W. Carb specs from the manual.
Werner , Oct 20, Joined: Feb 8, Oddometer: You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show
Ignored Content. No, but I wanna be. My password: Forgot your password? This was especially
true for the person on the back, namely my girlfriend. We had always enjoyed two-up touring, so
either the RZ had to go or another bike had to be bought. This led me to some serious soul
searching: it had to be lightweight, reliable, comfortable and able to eat up miles. It also had to
be a capable handler. In , about the only bikes that could fit all these criteria was a BMW boxer
twin. My beemer was by no means perfect, but it had no dents or dings and it ran great. It had
been owned by a Harely type who lost interested in it. Any malady it had was due to sitting so
long. It was full of stale gas and all the fluids needed changing out. With this done, the BMW ran
very sweetly indeed. I have always loved BWW airheads. These boxer twins were as close to
indestructible as any engine can be, having its roots way back to gave the Black Forest boys
quite a while to iron the bugs out. At sixty horsepower, it was no powerhouse, but the bike was

less than lbs wet so there was no shortage of power. The boxer was not about power anyway, it
was all about torque. This cc motor had a flywheel the size and weight of a manhole cover; you
could lug the thing down to the point of hearing each cylinder fire individually. From there it
would pull cleanly right up to redline. In town, all you had to do was get it into third gear and
use the throttle as rheostat; little shifting was necessary. The R thus became what was for me
the ultimate touring bike, able to do km days without undue strain. The flat twins have a very
low center of gravity, making it a pleasure to maneuver in any situation. If one was careful not to
chop the throttle in a corner, surprising speeds could be achieved. The huge gas tank meant a
range of km, and I often drained it without a stop. Doing that on my RZ would mean a month of
traction! It was very easy to live it as the engine as about as high-tech as an anvil. While I had it,
it had the same recurrent problem: for some reason, it would burn the positive contact off where
it met the alternator. For no reason, the battery light would come on and then the engine would
die. I replaced everything, battery, alternator, wiring, all to no avail. I just started carrying extra
connectors with me wherever I went. Besides, removing the front cover was a breeze, just six
allen bolts. The quality of all the fasteners was so good nothing ever stripped. This leads us to a
funny story about the beemer: while going pucka-pucka all Airhead devotees know what I am
talking about down US amid the Redwood Forest, the light came on, so I pulled over to replace
the lead. No big deal, just a half hour tops. About the time I had the cover off, we head the
rumble of many Hogs coming down the road. A short time later, about twenty Angels arrived,
and seeing an old BMW twin they stopped to render assistance. Anyway, they were really
friendly and when I was all wrapped up, they invited us to their clubhouse for dinner. My lady
almost jumped out her skin when I accepted the invitation! The hideout was off , up a dirt road
like five miles, and what a place it was; gorgeous views, a swimming pool and a whole cow on
the barbeque. We ate all we could and by that point I was pretty loaded and I never even sniff
alcohol and ride. They were so nice they put us up and in the morning fed us a fantastic
breakfast. When I decided to relocate overseas, the BMW needed a good home. I was not about
to let anyone have it. I advertised it many days and had no decent bites until Victoria, BC
motorcycling legend Reg Shanks called me. Reg was a founder of the Victoria Motorcycling
Club and the legendary Brooklands Cycles, where I spent many a teen year. Reg was eighty-six
years old at the time, and he bought the bike. When he rode me back to my place on the back of
his K75RT, it was one of the best rides of my life. When I told him, he graciously thanked me. A
good memory to keep for the rest of my life. So ends my contribution to CC for the time being. If
so desired, I will be putting more auto related pieces here on CC, so we will see ya all soon!
Great write up, I would love to own a BMW like that, have always wanted one. I hope to see more
from you Len. Len, I wondered if there was BMW in your bike-ography. To me, it represents and
ideal that is just not quite met by any other bike, especially given their age. I knew a bunch of
guys in Iowa City with BMWs who drove down to Mexico every winter for an extended trip, and
there were few things I longed harder for than to go with them. I could wax eloquently about the
BMW for way too long, given that my experience was limited to a couple of very short hops on a
borrowed one. Thanks for inflaming my youthful lust again! Just last week Annie and I looked at
a very nice naked K Very nicely kept but the kms were a bit high at , Also looked at an XJRL.
Funny thing is I detest BMW cars as over-priced posers, but love their bikes. Even the new ones
are reasonably priced and very cool, too. That bike has barely been broken in. And the price
was quite fair, assuming that service had been kept up and and it was in nice shape
cosmetically. You should have bought it. Take a look at BMW lease figures in comparison to
other brands. Beemers the motorcycles always seemed to be owned by true aficionados of the
open road, people who took their machinery seriously. The new ones are usually owned by the
monied set, or those who have given up most everything else to be able to afford one. The old
not antique ones are usually owned by the absolute cheapest bastards on two wheels you can
ever find. This highly biased look at Beemer ownership comes from my years at Ducati
Richmond. The prime symbol of conspicuous, overweening, stylish consumption coupled to the
living symbol of the Antichrist. The apocalypse is truly near. Was about to say that there are
miles of difference in the opinions I have between BMW two and four wheelers. Then you beat
me to it with your last comment. The bike runs forever and is dependable. The car, well never
mind. From what I understand, they had to fire the head of the motorcycle division to bring the
bike on line. He was single-handedly putting a stop to it as not being a proper motorcycle for
BMW. The divisions run by the same people. The only reason BMW bikes have a good
reputation in older markets is because of their obsolete, unmarketable tech which kept the BMW
advertising goons and yuppies away from them. In these parts, BMW bikes were considered
overpriced crap when they launched with the Funduro, no less , and true to image, were bought
mostly by showoffs who somehow conflated owning a BMW-branded car with a BMW-branded
bike. The BMW company tries really hard to sell its bikes to the same people it sells its cars, but

it is simply unsuccessful. They are well-rounded motorcycles, but that is only good for actual
riders, not snobs. Brings back memories. My years at Ducati Richmond had me doing lots of
BMW stuff, as the shop was originally an Airhead restoration business before they took on the
Ducati franchise. I still miss the Brick, big time. At the time, however, I had both it and a
Triumph Tiger and that was a bit redundant â€” and the Tiger could actually handle mild
off-road better than an R-GS, we found out. Never will get over a Brick â€” probably the most
boring motorcycle made that just oozes competency and will happily get you anywhere you
want to go at 90mph without the slightest bit of drama. And the last time I had a run in with red
and white is why I no longer fly a patch. It came too close to ending very badly. It was a
ten-tenths machine, no question. Solid and quality throughout. None of the chintzy switches
that make it even onto top-end Hondas; everything worked, everything was thought through. Oil
temperature gauges; an optional tire-pressure sensor. Computerized fuel injection; even a
computer to give gas mileage and range on the tank. But no true religion is easy; simply
maintaining a BMW cycle requires significant sacrifice. Synching the fuel-injection systems, one
to each side, was an art that bordered on magic. Only one I found that could, was in Dallas,
where I was briefly working. And it was necessary that they be synched; because if they were
the slightest bit out of spec, the vibration would numb your arms. I actually thought my new
Bimmer was defective, until I had those Dallas boys do the job. Came back like a different
machine. Much risk for the do-it-yourselfer; much cost at the dealer. The two happiest days of
my life were, when I picked up that bikeâ€¦and when I found a buyer for it who met my
unreasonable price. The total cost of owning it, for 20, milesâ€¦was a thousand bucks and the
price of maintenance. Your oilhead saga is a powerful argument for sticking with my old
Airhead RS. Almost everything can be done with simple tools in the driveway. Even the valve
cover stud that stripped out of the head last week was fixable with a Helicoil, without even
removing the head. I have ridden and liked Rs but the maintenance complexities scare me.
Precisely, I was riding this morning to work and an exact model like this, although more beaten,
stopped beside me at a traffic light on Av. It had Dutch plates I am in Barcelona , so maybe it
had come from the Netherlands on a road vacation, as the guy was fully dressed in motor gear
and Av. I even turned off my motorcycle to hear that soundâ€¦ Awesome! I have thought about a
BMW bike for a while you can get GS for very reasonable prices but the price of maintenance
keeps me a little offâ€¦ Maybe one of the classics can be achieved one day. I had four Beemers.
Both s I bought from Phil Funnels in Vancouver I actually traded the cc for the cc Afrid of mine
had a cc[] no trouble as its oil supply amount was enough but the and had the same amount of
oil and got it to hot to lube very well. It has some nice upgrades dual plug heads, etc. All I have
done so far is have a good look at it, pulled off the Vetter touring fairing, and picked up a new
headlight on ebay, but as soon as I can find the timeâ€¦â€¦ â€¦. Lots of clean-up, and some
simplifications. Oh, and wiring. With the change of the headlight, I am thinking about re-wiring
the bike. Great story. Graham, sounds like a nice basis for a rolling resto! However, a disc on
the rear would not be easy. That big rear drum has plenty of stopping power. You can get most
of the gaskets you will need like for the float bowls and rubber parts directly from a BMW
Motorrad dealer â€” they stock or can order just about anything. I drove it home to Las Vegas
from Cucamonga, Ca. I took the fairing, side-bags and heavy top box off, stiffened the front end
with heavy-duty springs, a fork brace and threw away the pie-plate top brace for a thick hunk.
Changed the handling wonderfully. Now with a 13 mm front brake master cylinder it almost
brakes â€” just adequate. Its not a modern bike by any stretch of the imagination, but it sure
gets the job done for distance travel with its comfortable seat, Euro bars, and small fairing.
Great bike â€” for 65, miles and then kaplooey! Your email address will not be published. Notify
me of follow-up comments by email. Notify me of new posts by email. This site uses Akismet to
reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. Posted August 26, at AM. Paul
Niedermeyer. Len Peters. Posted August 26, at PM. Make that three things. Posted August 27, at
AM. Posted August 29, at AM. Great all around bike. Posted August 27, at PM. Stay away from
the GS It has nothing in common with the famous boxers. Posted March 14, at PM. Posted
August 19, at AM. Any suggestions as to the best approach? Posted September 1, at AM. Matt
Crawford. Posted May 17, at PM. Joseph Schmitz. Posted May 31, at PM. Thank you for
information already! Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published.
American Brands: GM. American Brands: Ford. American Brands: Chrysler. Automotive
Histories and Misc. Asian Brands. UK Brands. Australian Brands. European Brands. Trucks,
Pickups and Vans. Motorcycles, Trikes, Bicycles. Engines, Transmissions and other Tech. RVs,
Motorhomes, Trailers, Campers. Avatars by Sterling Adventures. Copyright - Curbside Classics.
All Rights Reserved. This one, as you can clearly see, is a stunning example! Its last caretaker
owned it for just two years, putting barely over miles on it during that time â€” and he believed
he got it from the person who acquired it from the first owner. It is in exceptionally fine cosmetic

and mechanical condition overall and will hold up to serious scrutiny by anyone. The cosmetic
assessment applies not just to the gas tank, fenders and battery covers, but to the main and
sub-frames, center stand, and to the beautiful gloss black headlight bucket and mounting
brackets as well. Even the original paint on the seat pan is in fabulous condition, as is the foam
and original vinyl cover with trim and seat rail. And an important point for anyone considering
their investment in a classic machine is that the serial numbers on the engine and frame match.
Remarkable as the condition of this 43 year-old paint job is, there are a few small blemishes that
we should point out. There are a few spots where the paint has been touched up, most
noticeably on the front fender, though you must look very closely to see it. You may also notice
that the fuel cap has an extra vent hole drilled in it â€” not uncommon to find on the fuel caps
from this period. But is otherwise correct and original, and it works just fine. Good news is that
the inside of the gas tank appears to be in great original condition with the factory coating still
in place and no signs of rust! These mufflers made with heavier steel than OEM production are
in good working order and good cosmetic condition with the exception of a pencil-tip sized hole
in the right muffler, identifiable in picture 8. Though not original to this bike, turn signal
housings like these in any condition â€” especially in perfect condition as these are â€” are
harder to find every day and command good money sold separately. We have extensive
mechanical information on this bike which is itemized below. It needs nothing but some luggage
and maybe a GPS to enjoy a good cross country tour, or just ride it as is for weekends of fun
closer to home. New tires installed manf. Additionally, all bulbs were claimed to be replaced as
well. We have no reason to believe it was anything other than as written and shared. We left it in
place during our wash just to reveal it in the interest of your full awareness. It could be,
however, that this was just prior leftover grease as the head bearings appear to be perfectly
adjusted â€” there is no drag or notching following a complete inspection and test ride. It shifts,
handles and stops exactly as one would desire, and no further adjustments, tweaking or
attention is required. The front suspension works fine as well, though we did not open the forks
to see what brand of springs are installed. To us, they felt stronger that the OEM springs. There
is very even wear across the disc face without any signs of warping or a misaligned caliper or
pads being used beyond their desirable life span. There are a few items that are not included
with this bike as they did not arrive with it when we obtained it. Missing are the original piece
factory tool kit, tire repair kit, bike manual, along with keys to the gas cap, fork or seat locks.
The two keys included with this BMW fit only the ignition switch. The green zippered bag
contains a small assortment of non-BMW tools, spare spark plugs, electrical tape and two
electrical test wire sets. A near new condition complete Clymer service, maintenance and repair
manual is included. Come in and look for yourself. Color: Black Storm Metallic. Need
Assistance? Contact Us. Make BMW. Model R-Series. Good complete project bike in good
original condition.. Bike looks good and engine turns over with good compression. Carbs move
and snap back. Has been parked under cover in a climate controlled garage and needs
refreshed or restored. Everything moves free and electrical works as well. See pics and feel free
to contact with any questions or to see the bike in person. Sold as is no warranty. Full payment
within 7 days via cashiers check or cash. Shipping is the responsibility of the buyer, I can
coordinate with shipper of your choice. International buyers welcome. Thanks for looking.
Model R I took this bike on a mile trip earlier this year and it is a champ mph all day long. This
Bike is located in Las Vegas, Nevada so come have a good time and go home with a new toy.
Good Condition. New Clutch If paying with Cashier's Check, banks must be open at time of
transaction. Model S RR. Model F GS. Clean title, 2nd owner. Well taken care of dual sport that
offers the best of both worlds not only on, but off-road as well. Extremely dependable, rugged
motorcycle that tackles dirt roads and interstate travel with ease. Approx 29, miles to date.
Comes with: Barkbusters, detachable Jesse brand pannier set hardboxes , Jesse brand luggage
rack, Kaoko throttle lock, heated grips, on-board center stand. Tires and plastics are in great
shape. Plus this bike has low miles. Model R GS Adventure. Range is not a problem with a tank
capacity of 8. The R GS Adventure looks as if it had invented the term - and it certainly has
defined it in the motorcycle world. This is partly due to the range of features which have
become almost as legendary as the bike itself. On this machine you can take potholes with 1"
more clearance than on the R GS. Perfect ergonomics, optimum gearing for every terrain, and a
chassis which - whether fully loaded or not - will allow you to thrill your pillion passenger as
well as surprise anyone ahead of you. The bike s unstoppable character is further enhanced
with the new DOHC engine, which first displayed its impressive performance in the legendary
HP2 Sport. For the R GS Adventure, torque was given higher priority than output in line with
practical considerations. And you can feel it. The output has been increased to hp at rpm. The
supreme riding pleasure is underscored by a powerful sound from the new exhaust system with
exhaust flap so take a test ride now! Model R R. Model R NineT Scrambler. Model R GS. Chews

dirt. Demands seconds. Gravel roads? Handling is agile and precise thanks to a Telelever
suspension system, and with Enduro ESA Electronic Suspension Adjustment you can adjust
both front and rear suspensions between Sport, Normal, Comfort, and Off-road settings. The R
GS also gets a few sporty new features that make it even more eye-catching, including stainless
steel knee covers on each side of the gas tank, dynamic cylinder covers, as well as an
ergonomic aluminum handlebar and a more comfortable seat. The result? A bike that thrashes
every road you throw at it and begs for more. This Unstoppable machine offers unlimited
freedom to the rider. An exceptionally versatile performer both on and off-road, with the power
to take you anywhere you want to go; and the looks to turn the head of anyone who sees it. You
can always count on the R GS. Its new engine delivers horsepower across a wider usable rev
range than ever before. Add to that the new gear ratio, and the result is a unique combination of
instant response and dynamic power delivery for maximum enjoyment wherever you go. In
addition to sheer power and off and on road capabilities, the R GS also looks the part. Fine
details such as white direction indicators, gold shimmering suspension fork bars, and the LED
rear light all add elegant highlights. Powerful, dynamic colours such as Namibia Orange and
Titanium Silver leave a lasting impression. Your BMW motorcycle dealership is ready and
waiting with your personal test ride.. For specs, click the 'View More' tab below. Please call
today! All trades are subject to mechanical inspection by our service dept. All vehicles are
subject to prior sale. We reserve the right to make changes without notice, and are not
responsible for errors or omissions. Vehicle sales within California are subject to state sales
tax, and license fees. If you are not a California resident but take delivery within California, you
pay CA sales tax at the minimum rate and a title transfer fee. If you take delivery outside
California, laws regarding titling, and taxes vary from state to state; please contact your local
Department of Motor Vehicles for information. Some states have a reciprocal tax agreement with
California. Model R CS. Excellent condition, 27K miles. Second owner since Vetta Fairing. Model
R S. The frame, swing arm, wheels, bar mounts, valve covers, battery box, seat pan, horn
mounts and centre stand were black powder coated. The rear fender, side covers, headlight
bucket and ears were also professionally sprayed. A complete BMW original equipment exhaust
system was fitted. Great bike needing nothing. Clean and clear title also. We have a 6 year
history with this bike. We would be happy to answer any questions you have about this BMW
motorcycle; please call us at We also cleaned and serviced the instrument cluster. All in all this
bike is in much better cosmetic and mechanical condition than would normally be expected of a
bike of this age and mileage. If you would like to take this bike out on a test ride please plan it
for a dry day and call 24 hours ahead to schedule. Over the years the new owner installed a
master cylinder kit and installed new front brake pads in the winter of a new sealed battery in
April and he installed new fork seals and resealed the motor top end in April of We would be
happy to provide you with a quote for enclosed insured to-your-door delivery by a carrier we
have a good history with. At the time of the trade in the previous owner reported oil
consumption on his last trip of only 1 pint in 2 miles. We bought it and fixed it up and gave it a
10K service in late with 67 miles on it. To see more high resolution views of this bike in detail
please click on the link below to direct you to our online photo storage on Picturepush or
request our series of high resolution photos via an email to bmwparts re-psycle. We installed a
new battery a new crankcase breather valve new steering neck bearings and had the final drive
splines welded up and re-cut and re-hardened then the drive was reassembled with new seals.
Then click on the larger photo on the right to see it in a full screen pop-up window. There is a
tool tray but no tool kit. This blows it up to maximum size about 6 times window size and you
can use the scroll bars to move around your view point like your eye is 2 feet from the bike.
There is 1 key for the ignition and the seat lock and a second one that only works the seat lock.
At that time we resealed the fuel tank de-carboned the heads and lapped the valves cleaned the
carbs disassembled and inspected the forks and installed
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a ground upgrade kit on it. Sometime during his ownership he also painted the tank battery
covers and front fender. It has obviously been well cared for. It has many years of good service
left in it ready to go! This is at the minimum of normal oil usage for an air cooled BMW! In
September of we got the bike back on a trade in and now we have given it another 10K Service
and disassembled and cleaned and inspected the front forks and replaced the internal bumpers.
Then scroll down to the bottom right and click on the word? VGC new battery ready to ride.
There is no key for either the fuel cap lock or steering lock. Bayfield, CO. Williamsburg, VA.
Burnet, TX. Davis, CA. Lebanon, OH. North Fork, CA. Alamo, CA. Alert Successfully Created.
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